BUILDING DIRECTORY

FIRST FLOOR

- SOLARIUM PATIO
- SOLARIUM
- ALUMNI HALL
- STARBUCKS PATIO
- STARBUCKS PATIO
- TUDOR ROOM
- SOUTHLounge
- MEMORIAL ROOM
- IU BOOKSTORE
- ESCALATOR TO SECOND FLOOR
- CLUB HUB
- STUDENT INVOLVEMENT AND LEADERSHIP CENTER
- HOTEL ROOMS 100s

IMU LEGEND
- ACCESSIBLE RESTROOM
- ALL GENDER RESTROOM
- ELEVATOR
- ESCALATOR
- ATM
- PRINT STATION
- STAIRS

Elevator Key for floors 2-8
- Biddle Hotel Elevator = BHE
- Student Involvement Tower Elevator = STE

OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE
INDIANA MEMORIAL UNION
BUILDING DIRECTORY

IU STUDENT GOVERNMENT STUDENT INVOLVEMENT AND LEADERSHIP CENTER

INTERFAITH PRAYER AND REFLECTION SPACE

Elevator Key for floors 2-8
Biddle Hotel Elevator = BHE
Student Involvement Tower Elevator = STE